
P. O. Box 28015 Avalon Mall 
St. John’s, NL A1B 4J8 

Phone: (709) 722-9444 
  Email: hoppyhomesrescue@gmail.com 

Website: www.hoppyhomesrescue.com 

  

RABBIT ADOPTION CONTRACT 

Rabbit Name:         Age:     Sex:    M       F 
 
Breed:          Color:         
 
 
In signing this contract, I agree to the following conditions:  
 
1) Provide the rabbit with adequate nutrition daily including fresh water, timothy hay, pellets (a good quality pellet with no treats or seeds mixed 
in) and vegetables.  
 
2) Provide the rabbit with play time outside his/her cage for at least 2 hours per day or allow rabbit to have free range of your home or assigned 
area. Rabbit must have a cage big enough for some exercise. For a single small to medium size bunny a cage no less than 41" long by 20" wide and 
for larger rabbits or bonded pairs a cage no smaller than 48" long by 24" wide.  
 
3) Never house the rabbit outdoors or in a garage unless it is a rabbit safe place for short periods of time to allow for exercise. If you take the bunny 
outside he or she must be in a fenced area or on a harness and leash for his or her own safety.  
 
4) Will not hold Hoppy Homes Rescue liable for any property or personal damage caused by the rabbit. You are responsible for rabbit-proofing all 
areas of the house to which the rabbit will have access and keeping the rabbit safe from harm and from other pets who may live in the home.  
 
5) Never give primary responsibility for this rabbit to a child. The person responsible for this rabbit's care must be an adult 18 years of age or older.  
 
6) Never give this rabbit as a gift, unless the adoption contract is also signed by the receiver and the receiver has been approved for adoption by 
Hoppy Homes Rescue.  
 
7) Provide adequate veterinary care for the rabbit if he/she should become sick or injured at any time during the life of the rabbit.  
 
8) Do not sell, give away or otherwise release the rabbit from your care unless permission is given by the rescue. The rescue would have to 
interview the new owner to approve the home before the rabbit can leave your care. The rabbit must be returned to Hoppy Homes Rescue if you 
are no longer able or willing to provide care for the rabbit for any reason.  
 
9) Notify Hoppy Homes Rescue if euthanasia of rabbit is under consideration for any reason. If the euthanasia is not necessary the rabbit must be 
returned to the rescue.  
 
10) Take note of any health conditions disclosed by Hoppy Homes Rescue and understand that Hoppy Homes Rescue is not responsible for any 
future conditions of the rabbit. Should the rabbit have an illness in the future you are responsible for getting him/her veterinary care.  
 
11) Pay the rescue's adoption fee of $60.00 for rabbits that are spayed/ neutered. 
 
12) Hoppy Homes Rescue may visit the home of the adopter to ensure proper care is being given. If there is any violation of the above conditions, 
Hoppy Homes Rescue is able to remove the rabbit from the adopter's care and re-assume responsibility of the rabbit.  
 
13) Should the rabbit be returned or seized by Hoppy Homes Rescue according to the terms of this contract, I understand that the adoption fee is a 
donation and is non-refundable.  
 
 
Adopter’s Name:              Signature:         
 
Address:                
 
Email:                
 
Phone Number:              Payment Received:       
 
Witness Signature:              Date:         
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